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Hello residents, I sent the link to these maps out a while ago but we have many new members now, so please do select the  link on the Civil Defence website  and print off the maps  of the areas that
you travel through, live/work/play/shop in. And don't forget the schools.

http://www.nelsontasmancivildefence.co.nz/tsunami-evacuation-maps/tsunami-maps/

 

From there you will be able to select the individual maps for your home, shopping  and work areas. 

 

Please feel free to share the link with  neighbours and anyone who is interested.

KEY MESSAGE "If the earthquake is long or strong, evacuate all zones IMMEDIATELY"

EVACUATION ZONES - 3 These are identified by 3 colours red, orange and yellow. These are the predicted distances the modelling
shows for each  magnitude of the quakes. 

Red Shore exclusion   Tsunami less than 1 metre

Orange                          Tsunami between 1 - 3 metres

Yellow                           Tsunami above 3 metres

Have plans for all sorts of major events. 

Have your kits ready at home and have you thought of one in your vehicle?   Have your various options for Evacuation and have a  family
practice.

 Be prepared and Get Thru.

Regards 

Barbara Tapper 
Coordinator  |  Motueka Districts Neighbourhood Support

P  03 526 7827  M 021 187 9286 E  motuekanhood10@gmail.com 

Become A Neighbourhood Supporter Today!  Website  |  Facebook  |  Twitter  |  Instagram
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